
Fischers	Hamsteropdræt
Adoption agreement

Name:

Date of birth:

Litter:

1: Caring for the hamster.
The hamster is sold as a pet, and it is expected that the buyer has gained the knowledge to properly care
for the hamster. This includes giving the hamster the correct size of cage and wheel, and that the cage
do not contain any objects harmful for the hamster e.g. hamster bedding (danish: hamstervat), bar
wheel and salt stones. The hamster should receive food and cage interior that fits the hamster’s needs.
Neither the adopted hamster nor any offspring is allowed to be; handed to a pet shop, used as food for
other animals or for breeding for food.

2: Health and temperament
Due to the ongoing work with our lines, the buyer is obligated to inform Fischers Hamsteropdræt of
illnesses and change of temper in the adopted hamster. This is important to be able to keep working on
a healthy and calm line of pet hamsters. Fischers Hamsteropdræt is as well obligated to if we experience
any health or temper issues that are relevant to the buyer’s hamster.
If the adopted hamster gets ill or injured and medical assistance is needed, the buyer is obligated to take
the hamster to a licensed veterinarian.

3: Change of ownership
Should it happen that the buyer, for any reason, is not able to keep the hamster, the buyer is obligated
to contact Fischers Hamsteropdræt. We will then help with finding a new and good home for the
adopted hamster. We want to know what happens to our hamsters and who to contact if this should be
necessary.

4: Breeding
The adopted hamster is sold as a pet, and it is not allowed to breed on it. If you do wish to breed on the
adopted hamster, you are obligated to contact Fischers Hamsteropdræt. This way we can corporate on
assessing, if the hamster is suited to be breeded on, and finding the right hamster to mate with. This
way we can also give the information required to take care of the litter. We reserve the right to refuse
wishes of breeding on hamsters from Fischers Hamsteropdræt.

____________________________________ ____________________________________

Date and buyers signature Date and breeders signature


